Introduction.
For an integer m > 1, fix a primitive mth root of unity ζ m = exp(2πi/m) and let Z * m denote the multiplicative group of reduced residues modulo m. Let H be a congruence group of conductor m and of order f . It is a classical problem dating back to Gauss [4] to determine the minimal polynomial f (x) of the Gauss periods
corresponding to H, or equivalently its reciprocal F (X) = X e f (X −1 ) where e = φ(m)/f . (It is known that the θ v are distinct and f (x) is irreducible over the rational field Q and that H has conductor m ≡ 0 (mod 4) if m is even [6, 8] . ) For f = 1, the minimal polynomial is the classical cyclotomic polynomial ψ m (x) given by [233]
Gauss himself settled the case f = 2 when m = p is an odd prime, giving the explicit formula (see [4] ) 
for the reciprocal polynomial for ζ p + ζ −1 p . For f > 2 it is known [5, 7] that no such closed formula exists, but that the beginning coefficients, at least, satisfy a predictable pattern depending polynomially on the distinct prime factors of m.
Here I treat the general case f = 2, showing in Section 2 how to compute the minimal polynomial F (X) for the reciprocals of the Gauss periods (1) when m is composite. This determination is seen to rely on the special cases H = {±1} (and H = {1, m/2 − 1} when 8 | m) of conductor m, for which I give a closed formula generalizing (4) for F (X), expressed in terms of the coefficients of the cyclotomic polynomial ψ m ′ (x) in (2) , where m ′ is the product of the distinct primes dividing m. The details appear in Section 2. Later in Section 3, I give analogous formulas for quadratic twists of the form i * √ l (ζ m + (−1) (l−1)/2 ζ −1 m ), when l | m ′ with m ′ odd and i * = i (l−1) 2 /4 . The latter formulas are expressed in terms of an appropriate Aurifeuille or Schinzel factor [3, 9, 13] of ψ m ′ ((−1) (l−1)/2 x). Such quadratic twists or integer multiples of them arise classically [12] as values of Kloosterman sums for odd prime powers p α , α > 1.
Minimal polynomials for
Gauss periods with f = 2. My principal aim here is to first give an explicit formula for the minimal polynomial f (x) of the Gauss periods θ v in (1) when H = {±1} (and for H = {1, m/2−1} when 8 | m). Then I will show how to employ it to compute f (x) in general when f = 2. It will be more convenient to express the results in terms of the reciprocal polynomial
where e = φ(m)/2. Then log F (X) = − ∞ n=1 S n X n /n as a formal power series, with nth power sums S n = v∈Z * m /H θ n v (n ≥ 1) satisfying the Newton identities S r + c 1 S r−1 + · · · + c r−1 S 1 + c r r = 0 (1 ≤ r ≤ e), S n + c 1 S n−1 + · · · + c e S n−e = 0 (n > e). (6) I first consider the case H = {±1} with corresponding Gauss period
, and denote its minimal polynomial by f m (x) and corresponding reciprocal polynomial by F m (X). The following result will be crucial to the determination of the minimal polynomials here as well as quite useful later in Section 3.
of degree 2[d/2] are equivalently given by the closed formula
by the recursion
by the generating function
by the expansion
or the power sums
according as n is even or odd.
Proof. The argument follows that of Gupta and Zagier's in the proof of Theorem 2 in [5] , first establishing the equivalence of (8)- (12) . With C d (X) defined by (8) ,
which gives (10) . The recursion (9) follows by multiplying both sides of (10) by 1 − T + X 2 T 2 and then comparing corresponding coefficients of T d . The formula (11) follows by expanding the right-hand side of (10) as a geometric series and using the binomial theorem. Specifically,
To establish (12) , write
2n n X 2n n + 1 (14) from the expansion
2n n X 2n+2 n + 1 (15) given in [5] . Thus, from (6) and (13) (see also (17)), the power sums
are sufficient to determine C d (X) from Newton's identities (6) . This proves the equivalence of (8)- (12) .
has zeros 2 cos(πν/2d) for ν odd and 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2d − 1 (this includes the zero 2 cos(π/2) = 0 when ν = d odd). But from (10), the generating function for the
is the reciprocal polynomial of C d (X) as defined in (7). This completes the proof of Proposition 1.
Incidentally, the power series A(X) in (14) has an important property that will be useful later. Proof. The proof proceeds using induction on m. With m = 1, the coefficient of X n is clearly 0 if n is even or
if n is odd. With m = 2, A(X) 2 = −1 + A(X)/X, so by (14) ,
It follows that the coefficient of X n is 2 n + 2 n n/2 = 2 n n (n − 2)/2 if n even or 0 if n odd. Now assume that the conclusion of the lemma holds for all powers A(X) k up to k = j for some j ≥ 2, and consider A(X) j+1 = −A(X) j−1 + A(X) j /X by (16) . Thus the coefficient of X n in A(X) j+1 is the sum of the coefficient of X n in −A(X) j−1 and of the coefficient of X n+1 in A(X) j . By the induction hypothesis, this sum is 0 if n ≡ j + 1 (mod 2) but equals
if n ≡ j + 1 (mod 2). This completes the induction so the conclusion of the lemma is proved.
When m = 2 α , α > 2, the following result is an immediate consequence of Proposition 1 and the lemma above.
with power sums S n satisfying
if n is even.
Proof. Clearly F 2 α (X) = C 2 α−2 (X) by Proposition 1. Using the expansion
and the lemma above, one obtains the expression for the power sums S n upon comparing coefficients in the expansion of log C 2 α−2 (X) in (13) .
where I should remark that the statement of Proposition 2 is not new, and was first noted by Watkins and Zeitlin [16] in reciprocal form using the properties of the Chebyshev polynomials T m (x), which are defined by
for positive integers m and all real θ. Indeed, defining
I now give the main result of this section.
where the b j are the coefficients for ψ m ′ (x) given in (2) and the polynomials C d (X) are as in (11). The power sums S n satisfy
The coefficients c r of F m (X) are given for 1 ≤ r < φ(m)/2 by
otherwise,
Proof. I first note that if F m (X) is expressed in terms of the coefficients of ψ m ′ (x) and the polynomials C d (X) as given in the initial statement of the theorem, then formula (19) for the coefficients c r is deduced in routine fashion upon collecting like powers of X. The value of c φ(m)/2 is seen to be
if m ′ is even (and hence composite since m = 2 α ), or
if m ′ = p ≡ 3 (mod 4) a prime. Noting that for odd primes p, 
Now I assert that
again by using the formal Taylor series for log(
and so the statements about the power sums S n in the theorem would follow. In addition, if (20) holds then
where 
as asserted, since A(X) = (
Thus the assertion (20) is verified so the proof of the theorem is now complete.
I wish to remark that direct calculation of the power sums using the binomial theorem
and the fact that the trace (see equation (16) in [3] ) satisfies
m ), yield a variant form for the S n in (18). Namely,
However, these are seen to be equivalent using the alternative expression
Here are a couple of examples to illustrate Theorem 1.
27 in (1). Here m = 27, m ′ = 3 and ψ 3 (x) = 1 + x + x 2 in (2). Direct calculation of the power sums S n yields S 1 = S 3 = S 5 = S 7 = 0, S 9 = −9, S 2 = 18, S 4 = 54, S 6 = 180 and S 8 = 630 with F 27 (X) = 1 − 9X 2 + 27X 4 − 30X 6 + 9X 8 + X 9 in agreement with the formulas in Theorem 1.
with nth power sums S n equal to
if n is even. The coefficients c r of F p α (X) are given for 1 ≤ r < φ(p α )/2 by
p , where t j = (r − p α−1 j)/2. I remark that for m = p, the above formula for the coefficients c r reduces to that found by Gauss in (4), in view of the combinatorial identity
for 0 ≤ r < (p − 1)/2. This identity follows readily from the fact that 
when m = 2 α , with corresponding sums S − n = 0 if n is odd , and
if n is even. The coefficients of G m (X) are given for 1 ≤ r < φ(m)/2 by
0 according as r is even or odd , respectively, with c φ(m)/2 = 1. If m = 2 α (α > 2), then
with corresponding sums S − n = 0 if n is odd , and
Here is an example to illustrate Theorem 2. Now I return to the general problem to compute the minimal polynomial F (X) for the reciprocals of the Gauss periods (1) for a given congruence group H of conductor m and order f = 2. This determination is seen to rely on the special cases H = {±1} and H = {1, m/2 − 1} already discussed. For this purpose some familiarity with congruence groups is needed. (The reader may find the discussion in Section 5 of [6] helpful here.)
Given a congruence group H of conductor m and a positive divisor d | m, let H d denote the congruence group defined modulo d determined by
If p α m, where p is prime, then H p α has conductor p α and order dividing that of H. The next result is critical in the determination of F (X). 
The corresponding sums S n of nth powers satisfy
where S * n are the nth power sums associated with
Proof. Much of the proposition's assertions follow readily from Lemma 2 and its proof. To justify the formula for the power sums S n note that from Lemma 2, 5 ) with minimal polynomial
from Proposition 3. Direct calculation of the power sums S n yields S 1 = 1, S 2 = −3, S 3 = 4, S 4 = −7, S 5 = 11, S 6 = −18, S 7 = −174, S 8 = −47, ) with minimal polynomial
from Proposition 3. 
already generates K. Now I wish to give formulas analogous to those in Theorem 1 for such quadratic twists, which ultimately depend on the Aurifeuille and Schinzel factors [3, 9, 13] of the cyclotomic polynomial ψ m ′ of the form
The conjugates of θ are
with power sums S n equaling
if n is odd, where
(−1) My aim here is to find a formula for the minimal polynomial of θ, or more precisely for the reciprocal polynomial P m,l (X), analogous to that for F m (X) in Section 2, whose zeros are the reciprocals of θ v in (25). To this end I first find an expression for the polynomial P (X) with zeros
, so the strategy is to find the correct factor of P (X) in (28).
Suppose
To find such a factor g m ′ ,l (z) first consider
a polynomial over Q(i * √ l) with power sums given by (see Lemma 3)
when n is odd, or by
when n is even, where (n,
, where
has the desirable characteristics in (29). From (31) its associated power sums for odd n are
and Before concluding this section I wish to remark that one obtains a variant for the sums S n in (26) when n is even using the fact that P (X) = P m,l (X) · P m,l (−X), so that S n = 1 2 S ′ n , where S ′ n is the nth power sum associated to P (X) with n even. Now from (28), log P (X) = φ(m) log E l (X) + 
